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Managing the Gray Divorce 

 Points to Remember  

 

✓ 1982 New York Times article coined the term gray divorce when seeing grandparent-aged 

couples get divorced. Now we align it to couples in their 50’s and beyond. 

✓ Issues with a gray divorce are more contained around maintenance and allocation of assets. 

Typically, there are no child-related issues. 

✓ Two aspects to every divorce: Legal and Emotional 

✓ Legal issues are allocation of assets such as retirement, insurance, and long-term planning 

especially when retirement is soon to happen. And, maintenance, which is the amount and 

duration of maintenance, and if it can be modified.  

✓ Emotional aspect is different between husbands and wives.  Wives feel now able to make 

her own decisions, she has freedom and now it is time to focus on herself. Husbands feel a 

sense of working his whole career for the family and now his retirement plan is imploding.  

✓ Collaborative / mediation divorces focus on goals and concerns to really understand what 

they want to accomplish by the end of the process. 

 Next Steps  

 

✓ Determine if you can afford divorce by gathering important financial information like 

financials, health insurance, assets, debts, and knowledge of their own net worth. 

✓ Women will want to form a financial team of professionals like a financial planner to help 

with financial negotiations, accountant, health insurance consultant, mortgage counselor 

and realtor if she wants to keep or move from home. 

 About our Expert Michelle Lawless 

 

Empowering and educating women through the difficult process of divorce is one of the most 

rewarding parts of my job. I give women the tools they need to not only understand the 

financial situation and future they face, but also assist them. Reach Michelle at:  

michelle@malfamilylaw.com  Phone: 312-741-1092 Website: malfamliylaw.com   
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